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STABILITY, INSTABILITY, INVERTIBILITY AND CAUSALITY*

JAN C. WILLEMS?

1. Introduction. A number of interesting stability criteria for feedback
systems have recently appeared in the control theory literature. The procedures
used in proving these criteria can roughly be divided into three classes; the first
based on Popov-like methods, the second using Lyapunov theory with Lyapunov
functions derived from spectral factorizations or Riccati-type algebraic matrix
equations, and the third treating the stability problem from a functional analysis
point of view.

Each of these methods has relative merits, e.g., the Lyapunov methods
seem to be the only ones which allow us to obtain an estimate of the domain of
attraction in the case of nonglobal stability. However, the method based on func-
tional analysis appears to be the more satisfactory one, in view of the essential
simplicity, of the intuitive nature of the results (loop gain less than one, passivity
conditions), and of the fact that it unifies the various criteria (as, e.g., the circle
criterion and the Popov criterion). It therefore deserves more investigation and
exposition than it has thus far been given.

A peculiarity of this method, as presently employed, is that most of the
analysis and estimates have to be made on extended spaces which, although
derived from normed spaces, are themselves not normed. This entails in general
rather cumbersome mathematical manipulations. One however suspects the
introduction of extended spaces to be merely a tool which enables one to make a
satisfactory definition of stability, and that the stability properties of the system
only depend on how the operators in the forward and the feedback loop operate
on elements ofthe nonextended space. Another aspect which has not been explored
as yet is the use of these functional analysis methods to generate instability criteria.
The present paper investigates these facets of the functional analysis methods as
applied in stability analysis. More specifically, the stability and instability prop-
erties of the feedback system are expressed in terms of the properties of the inverse
of the closed loop operator on the nonextended space, and procedures for generat-
ing instability criteria are described.

When considering the stability properties of a system defined through an
input-output relation, one is generally asked to determine conditions under
which an operator, F, qualifies as a bounded transformation on appropriate
normed spaces. This then yields a bound on the norm of the output, y Fu, in
terms of the norm of the input, u. The question of stability of a feedback system,
however, is a more intricate matter both at a conceptual level and at the point
of deriving specific conditions. The reason for this difficulty is that the equations
governing a feedback system give the output, y, in terms of the input, u, only
through an implicit equation of the type u Fy.
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Sandberg [1], [2] and Zames [3], [4] introduced the idea of extended spaces
in order to give a definition of stability which appears, at least for causal systems,
to be entirely satisfactory. The output, y, is then allowed to belong to a larger space
(i.e., the extended space) than the input (which is for stability purposes assumed to
belong to the nonextended space). The fact that the output should actually belong
to the nonextended space is then taken as the basic requirement for stability. This
a priori enlargement of the solution space has been the key to the very successful
application of functional analysis to the stability of feedback systems, and has
therewith provided a class of rather elegant applications of classical analysis tech-
niques to modern control engineering problems.

The feedback equation u Fy is in this paper considered as an equation
relating a priori inputs u in the extended space to outputs y in the extended space.
In order to get the ideas of the paper through, assume, for the purpose of this
discussion, that the time interval of definition is (-, + ), that F is a causal
linear operator from

g2e(- , -+-ct3) x(t) [x(t)l 2 dt < for all finite T

into itself, and that u and y are real-valued functions in Lze(--ct3 -+-). The
results, which are shown schematically in Fig. 1, can then roughly be summarized
as follows" Consider in the class of causal linear operators from Lze(-
into itself the subset of those for which the zero solution can be continued in a
causal way in Lze(-- +); i.e., for any uLze(--, +) with u(t)= 0 for

T, there exists a unique y Lze(- , +) with y(t) 0 for T, such that
u Fy, and this y is related to u in a nonanticipatory sense. The result then states
that F defines a stable feedback system ifand only if(i) F is invertible on
L2(--, +) and (ii) this inverse is causal on L2(- + ). Considering the
algebra of linear operators from L2(-, +) into itself and considering the
causal operators as a subalgebra, we then state the result that F defines a stable
feedback system if and only if F is a regular (i.e., invertible) element of this sub-
algebra.

Specific Criteria Lab(-

i// eSys
,Null solutionJ,,eb) ) /] can be continued

Few Specific // Specific Criteria
Criteria

Unstable Systems

F. 1. Summary of results when the time interval ofdefinition is (-
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Not only has this algebraic characterization a great deal of mathematical
appeal, but it also identifies two clearly distinct methods for generating instability
criteria: the first based on showing that the inverse on L2(-z, + zt3) does not
exist, and the second based on showing that the inverse exists but is not causal.
The former method remains largely unexplored and is even in the present paper
only exploited in a very restricted setting. The latter method appears to be the
setting in which instability criteria will most easily be generated. In fact; the
frequency-domain instability criteria which have thus far appeared in the literature
can actually be put into this mathematical framework. Note finally the interesting
analogy between this equivalence of noncausality and instability and the fact that
one can choose to interpret, depending on the region of convergence, a bilateral
Laplace transform with a pole in the right half-plane either as the transform of an
impulse response which does not vanish for negative time or as the transform ofan
impulse response whose integral diverges.

The paper also treats the case when the time interval of definition is [To, )
and the results are then best summarized as follows (see Fig. 2): Consider the
class of causal linear operators from Lze(To, t) into itself which have a causal
inverse on Lze(To, ), i.e., any input u Lze(To, ) yields a unique output

speoc r,terla, ,// Operators Mappinges L2(To, ) Lz(To, )

/

:eiecific Casual Inverse, - NotXnvertible

k k/ L2(To, ) /

Un -x /
Specific Criteria

" Extension to Operators mappi
Extension causal L.(- m, +) L.(- m, +
Inverse L (-,+

Fa. 2. Summary of results when the time interval of definition is (To, )

y Lze(To, t) with Fy u, and this y is related to u in a nonanticipatory sense.
The result then states that F defines a stable feedback system if and only if F is
invertible on Lz(T0, ). This inverse will then necessarily be causal since it is
the restriction of the inverse on Lze(To, ) to Lz(To, ). The paper also gives a
procedure to establish the noninvertibility of a class of operators on L2(To, ).
This is done by suitably extending F to an operator, F’, on L2(-, + z) and
showing that F’ has a noncausal inverse on L2(-, + z). It is then shown that
this implies that F is not invertible on Lz(To, z).

The analysis behind the ensuing demonstrations of noncausality of certain
inverses are lengthy and somewhat subtle.

At least when the system is open loop stable. The open loop unstable case, which is not void

of interest, has not been considered here.
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The general results are finally applied to a particular class of feedback systems
and lead to a generalization of the Nyquist criterion and the circle criterion.

The paper is divided as follows:
1. Introduction
2. Mathematical preliminaries
3. Problem formulation
4. Interrelations between invertibility, stability and continuity
5. Existence and uniqueness of solutions
6. Stability and continuity
7. Instability
8. An example
9. Concluding remarks
The material in 2 and 3 are standard in papers treating stability from the

point of view adopted here. The new results are contained mainly in 4, 7 and 8
and will be the ones of primary interest to the readers already familiar with the
definitions of 3. Sections 5 and 6 have been included mainly for the sake of
completeness, in order to make the paper a reasonably self-contained treatment of
stability and instability. In any case, 5, 6 and 7 are independent and the instability
part of the paper with its relation to causality can be grasped by reading only

3, 4 and 7.

2. Mathematical preliminaries. A certain familiarity with the notions of
metric spaces, linear spaces, inner product spaces, norms and inner products is
assumed. The norm of an element x of a normed linear space V will be denoted by
IIX[[v, and the subscript will be deleted whenever no confusion can occur. The
same holds for inner products.

A normed linear space is called a Banach space if it is complete in the metric
induced by its norm. (A metric space is called complete if every Cauchy sequence
converges.)

An operator, or transformation, F, from a space X into a space Y is a law
which associates with every element x X an element Fx Y. F is said to be
invertible if it is one-to-one and onto. I denotes the identity operator from a space
into itself. An operator L from a linear space X into a linear space Y, defined over
the same field as X, is said to be linear if L(exl + flx2)= eLxl + flLx2 for all
x l, x2 e X and scalars e, ft.

Let F be an operator from a normed linear space X1 into a normed linear
space X2. F is said to be bounded on X if

sup
xO

This least upper bound will be denoted by ]1F]]. F is said to be Lipschitz continuous
on X1 if

Fx Fy x2sup < .
xy

This least upper bound will be denoted by ]]/]]. Boundedness, continuity at some
point and Lipschitz continuity are equivalent for linear operators.
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Let V denote a finite-dimensional normed vector space and let (T1, T2),- =< T1 =< T2 =< , be an interval in the real numbers. L,(T, T2), 1 =< p < ,
denotes the linear space of all V-valued measurable functions for which the pth
power of the pointwise norm has a finite Lebesgue integral. Loo(Ta, T2) denotes all
V-valued measurable functions whose pointwise norm is almost everywhere
smaller than some number. The norm2 on L,(T, T2) is defined as

IIx(t) at

for 1 =< p < , and as the infimum of the set {MI x(t)Iv <= M a.e. in (Ta, T2)}
for L(T1, T2). Lp-spaces are complete in the metric induced by their norm, and
are thus Banach spaces.

The natural setting for studying bounded linear operators from a Banach
space into itself is a Banach algebra. This point of view will be an advantageous
one for the purposes of the paper, and the appropriate notions are therefore
introduced below.

A Banach algebra is a normed linear space z’ over the real or complex field
which is complete in the topology induced by its norm, and a map (multiplication)
from into . This multiplication is associative and is distributive with
respect to addition, i.e., x(yz) (xy)z, (x + y)z xz + yz, x(y + z) xy + xz
for all x, y and z . It is related to scalar multiplication by (xy) x(y) (x)y,
and to the norm on ’ by Ilxyl _-< Ix IlYl for all x, y ’ and scalars . A Banach
algebra is said to have a unit if there exists an element e ’ such that xe ex x
for all x . An element x of a Banach algebra with a unit is said to be invertible
if there exists an element x- such that xx- x- x e. It is easily seen
that there exists at most one unit and one inverse. If x and y are invertible, so is xy,
and (xy)- y- x- 1.

A subset ’+ c is said to be a subalgebra of a Banach algebra if - is
itself a Banach algebra under the operations induced by ’.

An essential fact which will be needed is the completeness and the algebraic
structure ofthe bounded linear transformations on a Banach space. More precisely,
let M be a Banach space and let 5e(N, ) denote the linear space of all bounded
linear transformations from into itself. Let multiplication on 5e(,) be
defined as composition of maps, and let the norm on (N,) be defined as
L supx. Ilxll IILx for L 5(, M). Then (M, M) forms a Banach

algebra with a unit. The only property in this statement which is not immediate
is the completeness of (,). A proof of this well-known fact can be found,
e.g., in [9, p. 61]. For more details on. the preliminaries, see, e.g., [9] or [10].

3. Formulation of the problem, in this section the functional equations
describing a feedback system are introduced and the definition of a solution is
given. Other important concepts which are formally defined are those of stable,
unstable, and continuous feedback loops. These definitions involve the idea of
extended spaces as introduced in this context by Sandberg 1], [2] and Zames [3],

Under the assumption that two functions are considered equal if they are equal almost every-
where. Hence whenever Lp-spaces are involved, equality of elements should be interpreted as equality
of the functions almost everywhere.
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[4]. Finally a number of important assumptions on the operators in the forward
and feedback loop and on the solution space are made.

Let R denote the real line and let S = R be given. The set S will be referred to
as the time interval of definition and is typically (- , + ), [To, or), the integers
or the integers larger than some given real number.

For .ny linear space V, let Y(I/) denote the linear space of all maps from S
into V, i.e., Y(V) {xlx :S V}. Every element of Y(V)is thusa V-valued function
defined on S. Let PT, T e S, denote the projection operator from Y(V) into itself
defined by

Yo(t) for _< T, S
PwY(t) a__

fort> T, tS

for y Y(V). PrY will be called the T-truncation of y. Let Z Y(V). The extended
space, Ze, is defined as all elements of Y(V) for which all T-truncations belong to
Z as T ranges over S, i.e., Ze a_ {y Y(V)IPTY Z for all T S}.

3.1. The feedback equation. Let W1 Y(V1) and W2 Y(V2) be given
normed linear spaces, and let Wle, W2e denote their extensions. Consider now the
feedback system shown in Fig. 3. The inputs and the signals in the loop are
assumed to be V1- or V2-valued and (as functions defined on S) to belong to Wle

Ul
Yl

e2

FIG. 3. Thefeedback system

u2

or Wze. Let G1 and G2 denote operators respectively from We into Wze and from
Wze into We, and let ul Wae and u2 e Wze be given. It is convenient to introduce
the product space W= W1 W2 with IlXllw II(x,xz)llw a__ Ilxxllw, / Ilxzllw=.
G then denotes the operator from We into itself defined by Ge (Gze2, -Ge)
for e (e,e2) We. The element u (ul,uz)e We will be referred to as the
input.

DEFINITION 3.1. An element e e We is said to be a solution of the equations
describing the feedback loop if (I + G)e u, i.e., e(t) + (Ge)(t) u(t) for all e S.

Remark 3.1. If the input-output relation G1 or G2 is obtained through a
dynamical system description, then the initial conditions can very often be modeled
either as equivalent inputs, or as part of the description of G. The first method is
certainly to be preferred for the purposes of the paper.

Remark 3.2. The signs in the definition of G were chosen such that (1 + G)e u,
in accordance with the equations describing the usual unit negative gain feedback
system.
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3.2. Stability, instability and continuity. The next notions which will be
introduced are those of stability and instability. This will be done in terms of
convergence in the norm of W.

DEFINITION 3.2. The feedback system under consideration is said to be
stable if for any given u W,

(i) any solution e We actually belongs to W itself,
(ii) there exists a real number K, independent of u, such that Ilell =< gllul[.

The feedback system under consideration is said to be unstable if it is not stable.
It is said to be continuous if it is stable and if any input sequence {u,} with
lim,_ u, u yields lim,_, e, e, where e, and e are solutions corresponding
to u, and u.

The above definition of stability is rather strong because of condition (ii)
and yields a correspondingly weak type of instability the system could be unstable
even if e W for any u W. It will turn out however that for linear systems stability,
continuity and stability without condition (ii)are equivalent.

In examples one usually calls a feedback system which is stable in the above
sense more explicitly W-stable.

3.3. Assumptions. The following restrictive assumptions will be made through-
out the paper. As will be indicated in the concluding remarks, some of these
assumptions can be relaxed at various points.

A1. The space W satisfies the following conditions:
(i) It is closed under the projection PT for all Te S, i.e., if x e W then PTX W

for all T S.

xllw if x W,
(ii) SUPTes IIPTXIIw

oe ifxe We W.

(iii) The elements of W can be approximated by functions which vanish
up to some time T S. More precisely, let Wr denote the subspace of W defined
by Wr {x WIPrx O, T S given}, and let W denote the subspace of W
defined by Wr {x WIPrx 0 for some T S},i.e., Wr Ur sWr. Itisassumed
that W is dense in W. Thus for any x W, infrs IlPrxllw 0, i.e., the closure of

(iv) W is a Banach space. Moreover, the subspace of W defined by
{x Wlx(t) 0 for S, IT1, Y2] is a Banach space for any T1, T2 e S, T1 < T2.
In other words, it is assumed that the set of all elements of Wwhich are zero outside
any interval IT1, T2] is closed in W.

A2. The operator G satisfies the following conditions:
(i) G is a causal operator on We, i.e., PrG and Pr commute on We and thus

PrGx PrGPrx for all x We. This assumption is equivalent to requiring G1 and

G2 to be causal on Wle and Wze respectively.
(ii) G maps W into itself, G(0) 0, and G is continuous on W.
(iii) Gx is bounded on W and G2 is Lipschitz continuous on W2. Note that this

assumption together with (ii) implies that G is bounded on W.
The causality restriction is of course a natural one if the feedback system

describes a physically realizable feedback controller. Many other interesting
functional equations can successfully be modeled into a feedback configuration
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which indeed satisfies the causality condition. This additional structure on the
operators appearing in the functional equations and the corresponding particular
role played by the "past" as compared to the "future," leads for instance to the
possibility of establishing the invertibility of certain operators on extended spaces,
although these spaces are in general not normed.

The notions on stability, continuity, and instability are, at least from a
mathematical point of view, well-defined even when G is not causal. It should
be remarked however that in these definitions the "future" again plays a particular
role and that therefore these definitions would appear ill conceived when G is itself
not causal.

The restriction that W be dense in E is, when S is doubly infinite, somewhat
more severe than one might like. It is satisfied for l,- and L,-spaces with __< p <
but unfortunately excludes for instance Loo(- oe, +

3.4. Objectives and historical remarks. The remainder of this paper discusses
some of the fundamental properties of the feedback system under consideration.
In particular, attention is focussed on the relationship between the invertibility
on W of the operator ! / G, and stability, instability and continuity. In analyzing
this relationship, the question of existence and uniqueness of solutions is en-
countered and is therefore briefly treated.

Many previous authors have treated similar problems. More specifically,
the questions of existence and uniqueness have been considered in essentially the
same setting by Zames in [5], [6]. The question of stability has received a great
deal of attention in the last decade. Particularly the work of Sandberg and Zames
(see, e.g., [2], [4]) for general functional equations, and of Brockett and Willems 11
for differential equations deserves mention. More recently, a number of instability
criteria have appeared in the literature. The results here in fact extend3 and re-
interpret in a functional setting those obtained using Lyapunov theory by Brockett
and Lee 12] for feedback systems described by ordinary differential equations.

Since the mathematical approach to the problem used here is inspired by
the work of Sandberg and particularly of Zames, there is some unavoidable
overlap of results.

4. Interrelations between invertibility, stability and continuity. In this section
some general stability and continuity theorems for feedback systems are derived.
They expose the interrelationship between invertibility of the closed-loop operator
(on the nonextended space) and stability and continuity. The resulting Theorems
4.1 and 4.2 are believed to be of great interest and constitute the main results of
the paper. This approach makes the large mathematical literature on invertibility
of operators directly applicable to the problem of stability and continuity of feed-
back systems. Vice versa, it appears important to realize that every stability
theorem actually yields an inverse function theorem.

Recall that the equations describing the feedback system could be written
as (I + G)e u. Theorem 4.1 presupposes (of course in addition to the assump-
tions of 3) that the operator I + G has a causal inverse on We. Theorem 3.2

Under the assumptions of 3.3. Note that particularly the boundedness assumption of G is

not needed in [12].
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assumes that the operator I + G has a causal inverse on Wre for all T S, where
WTe {X We]PTX 0, Te S given}. As will be discussed in 5, this invertibility
condition on WTe is weak. The invertibility condition on W however is weak
only when the set S is bounded from below but is rather severe--about equivalent
to continuity of the feedback system--when S is not bounded from below.

THEOREM 4.1. Assume that I + G has a causal inverse on We. Then thefeedback
system under consideration is stable if and only if I + G has a causal bounded
inverse on W.

Proof. (i) The condition is sufficient. I + G is thus assumed to have a
causal bounded inverse on W. Let u e W be given, and let e e W be a solution. Then
Pr(I + G)Pre Pru, and Pr(I + G)-1Pru Pr(I + G)-IPr(I + G)Pre Pre.
Thus Ilerellw <= II(I / a)-ll Ilullw, for anY re S, which yields stability.

(ii) The condition is necessary; the feedback system is thus assumed to be
stable. Since I + G has a causal inverse on We it is one-to-one and onto on W.
By stability, (! + G)e u, ue W, and ee imply that ee W. Hence I + G
is one-to-one and onto on W. Causality follows since the inverse of I + G on W
is the restriction to W of the inverse of I + G on W which is assumed to be causal.
Boundedness is then a direct consequence of the second condition in the definition
of stability.

THEOREM 4.2. Assume that, for any T S, I + G has a causal inverse on

WT A. {X WeIPTX O, Te S given}. Then the feedback system under considera-
tion is continuous if and only if I + G has a continuous causal bounded inverse on W.

Proof. (i) The condition is sufficient; I + G is thus assumed to have a con-
tinuous, causal, bounded inverse on W. Stability follows from Theorem 4.1,
and continuity of the feedback system thus follows immediately from continuity
of the inverse of I + G on W.

(ii) The condition is necessary; the feedback system is thus assumed to be
continuous. Moreover I + G has, by assumption, a causal inverse on

Wre {x ff WelPTX 0 for some T e S}.

By stability and continuity I + G is invertible on W =a {xe WlPrx 0 for
some Te S}, and this inverse is continuous, causal and bounded. Let (I + G)-denote this inverse (defined on W) and let F denote its continuous extension to W.
This is possible since W is, by assumption, dense in W. Thus

Fx a_. lim (I + G)-

with x, a sequence in V with lim,_o x, x. It remains to be shown that F is
indeed the inverse of I + G on W and that it is continuous, causal and bounded.
That F is indeed continuous, causal and bounded is rather immediate and will
not be shown explicitly. For the invertibility, recall that G was assumed to be
continuous, and consider, with xn a sequence as above,

(I + G)Fx (I + G) lim (I + G)-x, lim x. x,

F(I + G)x F lim (I + G)x, lim F(I + G)x, lim x, x.
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Remark 4.1. Requiring invertibility of I + G on W,e as in Theorem 4.2 is a
lot weaker than requiring it on We as in Theorem 4.1 and constitutes an important
facet of Theorem 4.2. Note also that Theorem 4.2 states that continuity implies
causal invertibility of I + G on W where this was only assumed on We. Note
finally that, by the assumption that I + G has a causal inverse on We, the inverse
on Wwill necessarily be causal whenever it exists. This was stated in Theorem 4.1
merely for emphasis.

Remark 4.2. If the second condition in the definition of stability (i.e., the
existence of a K) is not taken as an a priori requirement, then Theorem 1.1 should
be modified so as not to require boundedness but only existence. Recall however
that, by a theorem of Banach [13, p. 47], if I + G is an invertible bounded linear
transformation on W, then so is (I + G)-, and thus for linear systems condition
(i) in the definition of stability implies, by Theorem 4.1, condition (ii).

Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.1 shows (under the invertibility assumption on W)
the equivalence of the present definition of stability and the alternate definition
in which the feedback system under consideration would be called stable if for any
given u We a solution e W satisfies IIPTeII w <= KIIPTUl] for all T S and some
constant K. This definition is also entirely reasonable and in fact allows a larger
and somewhat more realistic class of testing inputs which yields a bounded
response. The fact that stability in the second sense implies stability in the first
one follows immediately. The converse is a consequence of Theorem 4.1 and the
following lemma which will also be used in 6. First however we have a definition.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let F be an operator from We into itself. F is said to be
bounded on We if

IIPTFxlIwsup <
xWe PTx w
TS

PTX 0

This least upper bound will be denoted by tF
LEMMA 4.1. Let F be a causal operator from We into itself. If F is bounded on

W, then F maps W into itself, is bounded on W, and F File. Conversely, if
F maps W into itself and is bounded on W, then F is bounded on W, and File ]F]I.

Proof. The proof of this lemma which merely involves the properties of
extended spaces is left to the reader.

Remark 4.4. A similar redefinition of uniform continuity which would require
u" <bthat given any e > 0 there exists a 6 > 0 such that u, W and IIPr(u’ u") w

implies that any corresponding solutions e’, e"s We satisfy PT(e’--e") w <= e
for any T S is, by Theorem 4.2, equivalent to the one used here.

5. Existence and uniqueness of solutions. The question of existence, uniqueness,
and causal dependence of solutions on inputs is by no means of solely academic
interest. First of all, the operators G1 and G2 in the forward and the feedback loop
of the system need not be pathological in nature in order to induce, of course in a
strict mathematical sense, signals in the loop which depend on future values of
the inputs. Furthermore if the conditions for existence, uniqueness, and causal
dependence of solutions are not satisfied then it can usually be concluded that the
mathematical model of the feedback system does not represent a reasonable model
of a physical system. In fact, under such circumstances the consideration of certain
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additional factors in the description of the feedback system (as, e.g., the introduction
of infinitesimal time delays or filtering effects in the loops) will very often modify
some of the important properties of the system as, for instance, its stability.
Finally, as indicated in 4 there exists a close relation between the questions of
existence, uniqueness, and causality on one hand, and stability and instability
on the other hand.

5.1. An example. As an example illustrating the above comments, consider
the feedback loop shown in Fig. 4. All signals are real-valued, the forward loop
consists of a unit gain minus a simple time delay, and the feedback loop consists
of a unit gain.

e-sT

L- ,,,F
FIG. 4. A predictor

Yl

/,/2

More precisely, let S R, and let V1 V2.= R. The operators G1 and G2

are defined by
G x(t) x(t) x(t T), T > O,

and

Gzx(t) -x(t).

G1 and G2 are clearly causal. A simple calculation shows that a unique solution
exists for any Ul, u2, and

e(t) Ul(t + T) + Uz(t + T),

ez(t) -Ul(t) + Ul(t + T) + u2(t + T).

The closed-loop system thus acts as a predictor and certainly does not represent,
even approximately, a physical realizable system.

The system is clearly stable and continuous. In particular, this is true with
W W2 Lp, 1 <= p <= . It can easily be verified however that the introduction
of an unavoidable infinitesimal time delay in the feedback loop, i.e.,

G2x(t) -x(t- e), e > O,

will in fact lead to an unstable system.

5.2. Theorems on existence and uniqueness. The existence theorems which
follow are based on the contraction mapping principle. They rely on the com-
pleteness properties of W expressed in assumption A1 (iv) of 3. The proof,
which will be deleted, is completely analogous to the usual proofs in showing
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existence and uniqueness of initial value problems in ordinary differential equa-
tions" one proceeds to show that a unique solution exists over a small initial
interval and that this process can be continued. For details and additional related
results, see Zames [5], [6]. The theorems will be stated with S [To, ) or
(-, + ). The extension to cover, e.g., discrete systems, is straightforward.

THEOREM 5.1. Let S [To, ). Then I + G has a causal inverse on W if
there exists a AT> 0 such that for all T >= To, and all x (x,x2) and
Y (Y l, Y2) W with Prx PTY, either of the Jbllowing conditions is satisfied"

(i) IIPT(G,xx G,y,)IIw, PxlIPaT(XX yx)llw,,

[IPaT(Gzx2 GzYz)IIw2 <= P2IIPaT(x2 yz)llwz

with p lp2 < and where Par
(ii) Wa W2 and there exists a scalar c such that I + cG2 has a causal inverse

in Wae and G’x Ga cI and G’z G2(I + cG2)-a satisfy conditions (i).
THEOREM 5.2. Let S (-, +). Then I + G has a causal inverse on

Wroe a__ {x WelProx O, To S given} if the condition in Theorem 5.1 is satisfied.
Theorem 5.1 thus gives conditions under which a unique solution to the

feedback equations exists while Theorem 5.2 gives conditions under which solu-
tions can be continued. Note that condition (i) will be satisfied whenever there is an
infinitesimal delay present in the loop. Condition (ii) was introduced for the
example in 8 and to indicate what conditions for realizability could be required
when it is decided to neglect certain time delays or filtering effects.

6. Stability and continuity. General stability criteria involving gains, conicity
and positivity have been given by Zames [4] and Sandberg [2] in a setting which
is slightly less general than the one considered here. However, the extension does
not represent any difficulties. This section starts by stating a general stability
theorem and derives some specific results similar to the ones obtained in the above
papers.

6.1. A general stability condition.
THEOREM 6.1. Thefeedback system under consideration is stable if the inequa!ity

IIPT(I / G2Ga)eallw, >= ellPTeallw, holds for all ea Wa, all T S, and some con-
stant e > O. This condition is also necessary for stability if I + G has a causal
inverse on

Proof. (i) The condition is sufficient; it is thus assumed that the inequality
in the statement ofTheorem 6.1 is satisfied. Let M denote (2 [[" Let u (u a, uz) W
be given, and let e (ea, e2) We be a solution. Thus

ea + G2Glex ua (G2(Gaea + U2)- G2Gael)

and consequently

Pr(I + GzGa)ea Prua Pr(Gz(PrGaet + Prua)- GzPrGaea)

for all T S. Hence from the conditions of the theorem and the triangle inequality
it follows that

e.I Prea Iw, <= lu,llw, + Mllu211w
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which, since e > 0, yields

IPTeIIw, =< -XlUtlw + -Mllu211w2.
This shows that indeed el W1 and that

Since e2 G lel + u and since G1 is bounded on W1 it follows that

which yields e2 W2 and the boundedness condition required for stability.
(ii) The condition is necessary if I + G has a causal inverse on We. This part

of the theorem follows by letting u2 0 and considering the equation

(I + G2G1)el ul.

I + G2G1 has, by Theorem 4.1 and stability, a causal bounded inverse on W1.
This then yields, for all T e S,

IIPellw IIPr(I + GzG)-P(I + GzG1)elllWl

5 I1(I + GzGa)-xI IIP(I + GzGl)el wl

and the conclusion with e I1(I / G2ax)-ll-1. This completes the proof of
Theorem 6.1.

Some simple conditions for the inequality condition in the statement of the
theorem are given below. Notice that the sufficiency condition in Theorem 4.1
is, formally at least, completely disjoint from the questions of existence and
uniqueness. Finally, if the second condition in the definition of stability is relaxed,
then the sufficiency part of the theorem remains. The necessity part however is
then false (unless, e.g., linearity of G is assumed).

COROLLARY 6.1. The feedback system under consideration is stable if

IG2GIII < 1.

Proof. Since by Lemma 4.1, IIPTGzGellIw IIG2GIII IPre w, the corol-
lary follows from Theorem 6.1 with e IIGzG1 Indeed,

PTel / PGzGlel w > IIPexl w IIPGzGlel IW1 (1 ---IIGzG I)llP’e Iw-
COROLLARY 6.2. Let W W2 Then the feedback system under consideration

is stable if there exists a scalar c such that IIG1 -clll < r and if for all el W1 and
T S, IIP(I / cGz)elllw >= rllPa2elllw.

Proof. Let -# 0. Since c(I + G2G1) -(GI cI) + (I + cG2)G ,it follows
from the triangle inequality and the assumptions of the corollary that

IIPT(I + azal)el Iwl >= Ic-ll(llPr(I + cG2)Gxelllw, IlPT(G1 cI)elllw,)

>= Ic-l(rllPTazaelllw, IIa clI IIPTe Iw,)
which yields the condition of Theorem 6.1 whenever

[[P.D2GexI[w (1+ G1 clII IPTexl w.
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For c 0 and whenever

( G-cI,
PrG2GlelllWl <= 1 + Prel wl,

the proof of Corollary 6.1 can be used unaltered. Thus in all cases the condition
of Theorem 6.l is satisfied which yields stability as claimed.

Remark 6.1. If I + cG2 has a bounded causal inverse on W, then the second
condition ofthe above corollary is equivalent to requiring G2(I + cG2)- 111 r- 1.,

DEFINITION 6.1. An operator, F, from an inner product space, X, into itself
is said to be positive4 on X if Re (x, Fx)x >= 0 for all x e X.

Remark 6.2. If W1 is an inner product space (and only then), then the last
condition of Corollary 6.2 can be stated somewhat more simply by requiring G2

to satisfy the following conditions"

c
(i) G2 [cl21 =< ifr > ]c[,

(ii) Pr 62 Icl2 w- Icl r2r2I el. > Pre Iw

for all el e W1 and Te S, if r < ]c].
(iii) G2 + 1/r is positive on W, if r [c[ - 0.

The fact that no truncations appear in (i) is due to Lemma 4.1.
COROLIAR 6.3. Let Wx W be an inner product space. Then the feedback

system under consideration is stable if GI and G2 el are positive on Wx for some
e>0.

Proof. The proof of this limiting case (with r, c --, oe) of Corollary 6.2 is left
to the reader.

Remark 6.3. Note that Corollary 6.3 requires the verification of positivity
conditions on the nonextended space only.

Remark 6.4. As can immediately be deduced from the statement of Theorem
6.1, it is of course possible to restate the conditions of the previous corollaries in
terms of two causal operators G and G’I which are a factorization of GzG (i.e.,
G’zG’I GzG1 on W1).

6.2. A general continuity condition. The following continuity theorem follows
immediately using the same methods as were used in the stability analysis.

THEOREM 6.2. The feedback system under consideration is continuous if the
inequality

IIPr(I + GzG1)e’x Pr(I + GzG1)ellw >= ellPr(e’ e’)llw
holds for all e’ e W, all T S and some e > O.

Corollaries 6.1,6.2 and 6.3 have obvious counterparts as continuity conditions.
The condition of Theorem 6.2 is necessary for Lipschitz continuity of the feedback
systems if I + G has a causal inverse on We.

7. Instability. Theorem 4.1 gives a procedure through which it is possible to
generate instability criteria. It suffices therefore to consider the invertibility of

’ The terms dissipative, passive and accretive have been used in the same context.

These conicity conditions, which are very useful in practice since the spaces involved are more

often than not Hilbert spaces (e.f., L or bf2), are due to Zames [4].
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I + G on W. If this inverse does not exist, or exists but is unbounded or non-
causal, then instability results. However, in order for Theorem 4.1 to be applicable,
it is necessary for I + G to have a causal inverse on We. Thus whenever the
inverse of I + G on W exists, it will unavoidably be causal and hence for instability
it needs to be established that a certain inverse does not exist or exists but is un-
bounded. Note that for linear operators the inverse will necessarily be bounded
whenever it exists and that then instability is thus equivalent to noninvertibility of
I+G.

It is in general not an easy matter to show that an inverse does not exist, and
Theorem 4.1 does not seem at first sight very useful for instability purposes. One pro-
cedure which accomplishes this however will be described at the end of this section.

Theorem 4.2 on the other hand gives a procedure through which it is possible
to prove that the system is not continuous. One needs therefore to show that
either I + G is not invertible on W or that it is invertible but that the inverse is
not bounded, not continuous, or not causal. This last condition will indeed be
very useful and a large class of operators which have a noncausal inverse on W
will be constructed. Note that Theorem 4.2 only presupposed continuability of
the null solution, a condition which in general causes no difficulties. Since for
linear systems continuity and stability are equivalent, Theorem 4.2 will thus be
used to prove a rather general instability theorem for linear systems.

For the remainder ofthis section attention will be restricted to linear systems.6

It might not be clear at this point how one would go about showing that the inverse
of a particular operator, given that it exists, is noncausal. Some thought however
reveals that this will, in at least some cases, be possible, namely, when G is linear
and time invariant. The remainder of this section explains a procedure by which
this can be achieved under more general circumstances. This method is to modify
the system such that the inverse of the modified closed-loop operator exists but is
actually noncausal, and to "follow" the causality ofthis inverse as this modification
is removed. The modified system will be chosen to be simpler (e.g., time invariant)
so that much more can be said about its inverse. This procedure will be explained
in more detail later on.

7.1. Two lemmas on Banach algebras. As pointed out by Zames and Falb
[7], the natural setting for linear operators in a Banach space is in a Banach
algebra, with the causal operators characterized by a subalgebra. The relevant
notions on Banach algebras and subalgebras have been introduced in 2. The
following relationship between the spectrum of an element of a subalgebra when
considered as an element of a subalgebra or of the basic algebra is essential in the
proof of the instability theorems which follow. It is believed to be of some indepen-
dent interest.

LEMMA 7.1. Let x and y be elements of a subalgebra 1+ of a Banach algebra

’ with unit e. Let e 1 +. Assume that x + ay is invertible in the algebra for all
in some connected set C of the complex plane and that the collection of elements
(x + ay)-l / is bounded on C (i.e., there exists a constant K such that

It should be noticed that the resulting theorems do have implications about nonlinear systems
as well. Indeed, instability of the equations linearized around the null solution implies instability of

the original nonlinear system.
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II(x + y)-ill K for all C). Then (x + y)-1 s,+ (i.e., x + y is invertible
in the subalgebra) for all C if and only if (x + oY)- s + for some o C.

Proof. (i) The condition is necessary:this part is obvious.
(ii) The condition is sufficient; it is thus assumed that (x + coy)-1 e

and that o e C. The conclusion clearly holds if Ilyll 0. Assume therefore that
Ilyll -: 0 and notice that K 0. It will first be shown that if (x + e’y)-
then(x + y)-i es+ for all complex numbers , e N ____a {11 ’1 _-< Ilyll-lg-1}
Write therefore x + ey as (x + ’y)(e + ( e’)(x + e’y)-ly). Since e z is
invertible whenever zll < 1, with (e z)- O=o zk, and since thus
(e z)- e s / if z e /, the claim follows by the obvious estimate

I1( ’)(x -4- ’y)-Xyll I ’1 II(x + ’y)-111 Ilyll.

Let P be the set in the complex plane defined by P =a {el(x + ey)-1 exists and
belongs to s / }, and let pc denote its complement. The lemma claims that pc f-/C
is empty. Assume therefore that U (q C is not empty. Then

Let

d(P C, PC C)= inf
’ P cC,, pc C

I’ c"l Ilyll- 1K-1

N1 U {’11c’ l < Ilyll-K-/3}
otePcC

and let N2 be similarly defined with cz e pc f) C. The sets N and N2 are open,
disjoint, have a nonempty intersection with C (with N1 since eo e P f) C and with

N2 since pc C is assumed to be nonempty) and their union contains C. Hence C
is not connected. This contradiction ends the proof of the lemma.

Since W is assumed to be a Banach space, 2"(W, W) forms a Banach algebra.
Let 2"+ (W, W) be the set of all elements of(W, W) which are in addition causal.
The next lemma exposes the algebraic properties of 2"+ (W, W).

LEMMA 7.2. 2"+(W, W) forms a subalgebra of 2"(W, W) and contains the
unit.

Proof. 2" /(W, W)is clearly closed under addition, multiplication of elements,
multiplication by scalars, and contains the unit. It remains to be proven that
&z+(W, W)is complete. Let {L} be a convergent (in 2"(W, W)) sequence of
elements in 2’*(W, W) and let L be its limit. Thus limn-.oo [I(L L+)x[ 0 for
all x e W. Assume that L is not causal; then there exists an element in x e W and a
T e S such that Prx 0 but PrLx 4: O. But since, for all n,

II(Z- L,+)xl >-IIPT(L- Z,+)xll---IlPrZxll,

a contradiction follows.

7.2. An inverse function theorem. To obtain instability theorems, it will be
established that the operator I + G is invertible and that its inverse is noncausal.
The previous section gives the structure which enables one to prove noncausality.
This section gives the inverse function theorem which suffices for the purposes
of this paper.

LEMMA 7.3. Let Wt Wz, and let G 2"(W, W). Then I + G is invertible on
W if there exists a scalar c such that I + cG2 is invertible on W and

[1(I + cG2)-1Gz(G1 cI)[[ < 1.
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Moreover, (I + G)--1 ’(W, W).
Proof. Since

I + G2G I + cG2 + G2(G1 cI)= (I + cG2)(I + (I + cG)-IG(G1 cI)),

it follows that I + GzG is indeed invertible on W1. It is easily verified that the
operator F (W, W) defined by

Fx F(x,x2) ((I -k- GzG)-I(x Gzx2),x2 + G(I + GzGI)-I(x1 Gzx2)

is indeed the inverse of ! + G on W and belongs to 9(W, W) and to +(W, W) if
and only if (1 + GzG1)-1 is causal.

7.3. An instability theorem. The following general instability theorem is the
main result of this section, and is, in a sense, the converse ofthe stability conditions
involving conicity obtained by Zames [4].

THEOIEr 7.1. Let W, W2 and let G (W, W). Assume that, for any T S,
I + G has a causal inverse on Wre a__ {x We]Prx O, T S given}. Then the
feedback systetn under consideration is unstable if there exists a scalar c such that
I + cG2 has a noncausal inverse on W and II(I + cG2)- 1Gz(G cI)]l < 1.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 7.3 that I + G is invertible on W, and hence by
Theorem 4.2 it suffices to show that this inverse is not causal on W. This inverse
(I + G)- is causal on W if and only if (1 + GzG)- is causal on W. However,
since I + G2G 1 + cG + G2(GI cI) it suffices to prove, by Lemmas 7.1
and 7.2, that I + cG2 + rG2(Ga cI) is invertible for all Irl =< 1 and that the
norm of this collection of inverses is bounded. Since however

I + cG2 -t- rGz(G1. c1)= (I + cG2)(I -k- r(I + cG2)-Gz(G cI)),

it follows immediately from the inequality IIr(I + cG2)-Gz(G1 cI){[ < [r] that
the inverse exists for all Irl < and that in fact

I1(1 / cG2 / rGz(G1 cI))- 111 <= [l(I + cG2)- [l(1 -Ir[ [1(I + cG2)- 1Gz(G cI)[I)- 1.

This then yields

I1(I / cG2)- ill(1 II(I / cG2)-IGz(G cI)ll)-
as the desired bound.

Remark 7.1. There is no problem in identifying an input u W which yields
a solution e I/V, with e W, i.e., e We W. In fact, let u 14’and T S be such
that Pr(I + G)- lu 0 with Pru 0. Such a T and a u exist since (I + G)- is not
causal. Since u l,Ve and I + G has a causal inverse on Wre there is an e"
such that (I + G)e" u. This continuation, e", is not in W since e’ (I G)-lu
is, by invertibility, the unique element of W which satisfies (! + G)e’ u, and since
e’4: e" (in fact, PTe"= 0 but PTe’: 0 by assumption). Thus e" We- W, as
claimed.

Remark 7.2. The above remark also illustrates that if the system is unstable
because the inverse (I + G)-1 exists on W but is noncausal, then there will in
general not be a unique solution e W for certain inputs u e W. Indeed, certain
inputs u W will give a solution e" I4’ and a solution e’ W. Naturally
only e" will be a solution in the "dynamical system" sense.
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7.4. Instability theorems when S has a lower bound. The case when the time
interval of definition, S, has a lower bound is somewhat more realistic from a
practical viewpoint than the case when S has no lower bound. Theorem 7.1 gives
a procedure which allows one to prove instability for a large class of feedback
systems and which is based on showing that the inverse of ! + G exists on W, but
is not causal. This procedure is not promising whenever S actually has a lower
bound since very weak conditions on the operator G will then ensure that I + G
has a causal inverse on We and thus it is impossible for ! + G to have a non-
causal inverse on W. Hence, in order to obtain instability theorems when S has
a lower bound, it will be necessary to design a procedure through which it is
possible to show that a particular operator is not invertible. The remainder of
this section describes one such procedure. It is based on an. extension of S, W
and G and on the following lemma which is believed to be of some interest in its
own right.

LEMMA 7.4. Assume that, for any T S, I + G has a causal inverse on

W {x WlPx O, T S given}. Let G (’(W, W), and let T1,7’2S be
arbitrary. Then I + G has a causal inverse on W, a_._ {x W[PT,x O, T 6 S
given} if and only if it has a causal inverse on W.

Proof. Assume that T __< T:. Then the inverse on W, clearly qualifies as the
inverse on W. The converse however is not as immediate. Assume thus that
I + G has a causal inverse on Wry, and let x Wr, be given. Let e W,e be the
unique solution (in W,) of (I, + G)e x, and let x2 (I Pr)x. Let e2 WT
be the unique solution (in W.) of (I + G)e2 (I P.)(x (I + G)P.e). Then

PTae + e2 WT and, as a simple calculation shows, (I + G)(Pre + e2)--X.
Thus e Pe + e2 WT and I + G has a causal inverse on W as claimed.
This completes the proof of the lemma.

The idea behind the remainder of the procedure is to extend the interval of
definition, say [To, ), to (- , + ), and extend the space W accordingly to W’.
The operator G, originally defined on W, is then extended to G’, defined on W’.
The pairs W, W’ and G, G’ will of course have to satisfy certain compatibility
conditions. If G’ is properly chosen, within its restrictions, then it can very well
happen that I + G’ has a noncausal inverse on W’. This fact and the properties of
G and G’ will then lead to a demonstration of the noninvertibility of G.

To make this procedure more precise, let $1 R be such that $1 fq S is
empty and sup S _<_ inf S. Let S’ S U S. Let W’ and Wz be Banach spaces of
respectively V- and Vz-valued functions on S’, and let W’ W] x W. W and
W’ are related as follows: for any x’ W’, consider the function defined by
x(t) x’(t) for S. It is then assumed that x W. Conversely, it is assumed that
if x S then the function x’(t) with x’(t) x(t) for S, and x’(t) 0 for S’ S,
is an element of W’. The next step is to define an appropriate extension of G.
Let G’ and Gz be operators from W’ into Wz and from Wz into W’ respectively
and let G’ map W’ into itself according to G’e G’2e2, -G’e for e (e, e2) W’.
The operators G and G’ are related as follows tbr any x’ e W’ with support on S,
let x be the element of W such that x’(t) x(t) for S. x indeed belongs to W
by the assumption on the relation between W and W’. It is then assumed that
(G’x’)(t) (Gx)(t) for all t S. Typically, neither W’ nor G’ is uniquely defined
by the above assumptions. There is more often than not a natural choice for W;
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and W2’, e.g., Lp(-, +) if W1 and W2 Lp(To, ). In general many possible
choices for G’ remain.

The following additional assumptions are made on W’ and G"
(i) W’ satisfies the conditions A1 (i)-(iv);

(ii) G’ satisfies the conditions A2 (i)-(iii)
(iii) G’ e 5(W’, W’) whenever G e (W, W).
If W’ and G’ satisfy all the above hypothesis then they will be called backward

extensions of W and G.
Examples of such extensions of W and G will be given in 8. It is in general

rather easy to come up with a suitable choice for W’ and G’. The above procedure
leads to the following instability theorem.

THEOREM 7.2. Let W1 W2, and let G q(W, W). Let W’ and G’ be backward
extensions of W and G. Assume that for any T S’, I + G’ has a causal inverse on
W’,r {x W’[PTX O, T6 S’ given}. Then the feedback system under considera-
tion is unstable if there exists a scalar c such that I + cG’2 has a noncausal inverse on

W’ and II(l + cG’2)-aG’z(G’ cI)ll < 1.

Proof. As in Theorem 7.1, it follows from Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 that I + G’
has a noncausal inverse on W’. Hence I + G’ is not invertible on some W,r,, T’ S’.
Thus by Lemma 7.4, I + G’ is not invertible on W for any T S. Thus I + G’ is
either not one-to-one on Wr or not onto W. The claim is that this implies that
also I / G is either not one-to-one or not onto. Assume first that I + G’ is not
one-to-one on W. Then there exist x’, x W,, x’ # x, with (I + G’)x’

(I + G’)x’2. Consider now the elements xi, x2 WT for which Xl(t) x’l(t) and
Xz(t) X’z(t) for S. By the assumptions on W’ and G’, x, x2 exist and (I + G)x

(I + G)x2. Since X’l and xz have support on S and x’ x, x 4: x2. Thus
I + G is not one-to-one on WT. Assume next that I + G’ is not onto W’T. Since
for all x WT there exists an x’ Wr (i.e., x’(t) x(t) for S) such that (I + G’)x’

(I + G)x on S it follows that also I + G cannot be onto. Thus I + G is not
invertible on W-r, which yields instability as claimed.

8. An example. As an illustration of how the results obtained in the previous
sections translate in a more concrete situation, consider the feedback loop shown
in Fig. 5. In terms of the notation used in the previous sections, let S [To, v)
or (-, +), V V2 R, i.e., ul and u2 are real-valued, and let G and G2
be defined by

G lX(t) a__ g,x(t- t,) + g(t- r)x(z)
n=0

Ul

Linear+ -, e
Time-Invariant

Convolution
Operator

Yl

Yz Time-Varying e2 (Gain +
FIG. 5. The linear feedback system under consideration

u2
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where to 0, t. > 0 for n 1, g(t) 0 for < 0, {g.} 6 Ix and g e LI(0, m),
and

Gzx(t) k(t)x(t)

with k Loo(S). Let k ess infts k(t), and let/ ess supts k(t). Thus k <= k(t) <= c
for almost all S.

Assumption. It will be assumed that go 0 or that gl q [k, ].
Let W L2(S L2(S). It can then be verified using some elementary

properties of Lz-spaces that the assumptions A1 (i)-(iv) of 3 are then indeed
satisfied.

Standard calculations based on Minkowski’s inequality show that G1 and
G2 define causal bounded linear operators from L2e(S into itself. This then shows
that G and G2 satisfy assumptions A2 (i)-(iii) listed in 3.

The assumption on go suffices to ensure that the conditions of Theorem 5.1
in the case S [To, o), and of Theorem 5.2 in the case S (-, + ), are
satisfied. (The example of 5 indicates that some restriction would have to be
made.) To verify this, let, in Theorem 5.1 or 5.2, c go, and let AT be such that

Ig.I / Ig(v)ld < Ilkll - -Loots) [{1 / gokl[ L(S).
O<t._-<AT

Such a AT > 0 indeed exists since, by assumption, (g, lx and g LI(0, ).
Hence the operator I 4- G, specialized to the example, has a causal inverse on W
when S [To, ) and on Wr - (x W]Prx 0, T S given for any T R,
when S (-, +).

8.1. Stability and instability in the time-invariant case. The stability results
obtained here constitute a generalization of the well-known Nyquist criterion.
There is some overlap between these results and similar generalizations of the
Nyquist criterion which have recently been derived by Desoer [14], I15].

DEFINITION 8.1. Let LA denote the algebra consisting of elements determined
by a real-valued L(-, +)-function, g, a real-valued l-sequence, {g.},
n--0, 1,..., and a sequence of real numbers {t.}, n 0, 1,... Addition of

xl (gl, {g., t.} 1)and x2 (g2, {gn, tn}2)is defined as (gl + g2, {gn, tn}3) where
the sequence {g., t.} 3 consists of exactly all pairs {g., t.} and {g., t.}2. Multipli-
cation by scalars is defined as

x (g, {g., t.}) (g, {g., tk}),
and multiplication of elements is defined by

/+
a [/ (t- Z)gz(Z)dz + (gn)lg2(t- (tn)l)-b E (gn)2gl(t- (tn)2),X1X2 gl

{g., t.}3) where {tn} 3 {tn} {tn} 2

(i.e., all elements of the form t. t.1 + t.2 where t., and t.2 range over {t.} and
{t.}2 respectively), and the element g. corresponding to t. in {g., t.}3 is given by
g. "g.2, with t. t. + t.2. Let the norm on LA be defined by
It can be shown that LA as defined above is a real commutative Banach algebra
with the unit e (0, {g., t.}) with go 1, to 0, and gk 0 otherwise.
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Consider now the subset of LA, (LA)+, which consist of all elements of LA
which satisfy g(t) 0 for < 0 and t, => 0 for all n. It is easily verified that (LA) /

is a subalgebra and that it contains the unit. The details of the proofs of the above
claims can be found in [13, pp. 141-157].

The Laplace transform of an element of LA is defined as the function of the
complex variable s

A E stnG(s) g. e + g(t) e
n--O

G(s) is well-defined for Re s 0 for elements of LA. It is well-defined and analytic
in Re s > 0 for elements of (LA) /

The following lemma plays an essential role in the results which follow.
LEMMA 8.1. Let (g, {g., t,}) (LA)+. Then it is invertible in (LA) + if and only

if infRe __>o [G(s)] > 0, and in LA if and only if infRe =o ]G(s)] > 0.
Proof. The first statement is proven in [13, p. 150], and the second in [13, p.

155]. See also [16, p. 71 ].
Application of the above lemma leads to the following condition for stability

of time-invariant systems.
LEMMA 8.2. Assume that in the feedback system under consideration k(t)

const. K. Let Gl(s) be the Laplace transform of(g, {g,, t,}). Let W L2(S)
x L2(S) be the space with respect to which stability is defined, and assume that
1 + Kgo :/: O. Then the feedback system under consideration is stable if and only if
infR,>_o I1 / KG(s)I > O.

Proof. Since by assumption I1 + Kgol > 0 it follows from the existence results
that Theorem 4.1 is applicable in the case S [To, m) and that Theorem 4.2 is
applicable in the case S--(-m, +m). There are three mutually exclusive
possibilities"

(i) inf l1 + KGI(s)[ > 0,
Res>_0

(ii) inf I1 + KG(s)I 0,
Res=0

(iii) inf l1 + KGI(s)I 0
Res>O

and
inf l1 + KGI(s)[ > O.

Res=0

It needs to be shown that (i) yields stability and that (ii) and (iii) yield instability.
In the first case, it follows from Lemma 8.1 that ! + G has a bounded causal
inverse on W which then by Theorems 4.1 or 4.’2 yields stability. Assume next
that (ii) is satisfied. I + G has a bounded inverse on W2 if and only if
has a bounded inverse on L2(S). 1 + KG1 multiplies the limit-in-the-mean
transform of the element on which it operates by 1 + KGI(jog); thus the only
candidate for the inverse is the operator which divides the limit-in-the-mean
transform of the element on which it operates by + KG(jo)). Thus for this
inverse to be bounded, (1 + KG(jco))-1 ought to exist for almost all 09 R and
belong to L. Since G(jog) is continuous and, by assumption,

inf I1 + g61(jco)l 0,
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I + G has thus no bounded inverse on W, which by Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 yields
instability. The third case requires a different proof depending whether
S (- 09, + 09) or S [To, 09). Consider first the case S (- 09, + 09). It
then follows from Lemma 8.1 that I + G has a bounded inverse on Wbut that this
inverse is not causal, which then by Theorem 4.2 yields instability. If S [To, 09),
then the claim is that I + G has no causal bounded inverse on W. Consider the
obvious backward extension of W and G by letting W’= L2(-09, +09)

L2(-- 09, -k" 09) and defining G’ on W’ by

Gix(t gnX(t- t,) + g(t- "C)X(’C) dz
rt’- O

and G’2x(t)= Kx(t) with x L2(-09, + 09). Since by the previous part of the
proof, G’ has a noncausal inverse on W’, it then follows, by the arguments used in
the proof of Theorem 7.2, that G is not invertible on W, which yields instability
as claimed.

Remark 8.1. The above lemma is well known although the usual proofs
assume the equivalence of stability and the absence of singularities of
(1 + KG(s))- in Re s => 0, and lack therefore a certain amount of justification.
The papers by Desoer [14], [15] are an exception to this, but only treat stability.
Notice that since the system is linear, instability actually implies that there exists a
u W(S) such that e 6 We(S) W(S).

Remark 8.2. If stability is defined with W Lp(S) Lp(S), 1 <_ p <= 09, then
it can be shown that the condition of the lemma are still sufficient for stability.
If the condition fails because of (iii) then instability results. The proofs of these
claims follow the proof of Lemma 8.2 when S [To, 09), or when S (- 09, + 09)
and <_ p =< 09. The case p 09 and S (-09, + 09) cannot be treated by the
above methods since then assumption A1 (iii) is not satisfied. It can however be
treated directly. If the condition fails because of (ii), the situation appears to be
more complex. It can still be shown that then instability results at least when
p 1 or 09, since I + KG1 is invertible in ’+(Lp(S), Lp(S)), p 1, 09, if and only
if it is invertible in LA /

Remark 8.3. It is possible to verify, at least in some cases, the condition
infRe_>o I1 + KGI(s)] > 0 by establishing (i) inf,R[1 + KGl(jCo)l > 0, and (ii)
checking whether KG(jco) encircles the 1 + 0.j point A proof of this for the
case gn 0 tbr all n >_ 1 can be found for instance in [4]. It has not been
possible as yet to generalize this condition to the case under consideration, mainly
because it appears to be no easy matter to give a suitable generalization of the no
encirclement condition. One important particular case is stated below, namely
when the delays are equally spaced, i.e., when tn nT for some T > 0.

DEFINITION 8.2. The argument, 0(co), of 1 + KG(jco), with 1 + KGl(jco O,
is defined as the continuous function with 0(0) 0 or 0(0) 7r such that for all
o96R,

+ KG (jco) I1 + KG (jco)! ej’).

LEMMA 8.3. The condition

inf I1 + KGI(s)I > 0
Re s>--0
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is equivalent to the conditions

(i) inf l1 +kG(s)[ >0
Res=O

and

(ii) limn_ O(N2nT- 1) exists and is zero.

Proof. (i) Conditions (i) and (ii) imply that infRes>=o l1 + KGl(s)l > O. Let

A E -snTA(s) g. e and L(s) g(t) e -s dt.

Since Gl(jo) A(jo) + L(jo), it is the sum of a periodic function, A(jo), and a
bounded function, L(jo), which, by the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma, approaches
zero as [o[ --. . Since infRe,=o 11 + KG(s)[ > 0 by assumption (i), it thus follows
that infoR [1 + KA(jo)[ > 0. Since limn_.o O(N2nT-1) exists by assumption (ii)it
follows that the argument (I)(o) of + KA(jo) satisfies (I)(2nT-1) tI)(0). Thus
by the principle of the argument there are no zeros of the function

R(z) g,,z
n’-0

inside the unit circle since R(z) is analytic inside the unit circle and since the increase
in its argument as z moves around the unit circle equals zero. Thus the function
I + KA(s) has no zeros in Re s __> 0.

Consider now the contour in the complex plane shown in Fig. 6. The increase
of the argument of + KGI(s) as s moves around this contour is zero for N and a

sufficiently large. Indeed, along C1 it is zero by the assumption

lim O(N2nT- 1) O,

and along C2, C3, C4 it is zero since G l(s) is arbitrarily close to A(s) along that
part of the contour. Hence + KGI(s) has, by the principle of the argument, no
zeros in any finite part of the half-plane Re s __> 0. It is bounded away from zero in
Re s __> 0 since it arbitrarily closely approximates I1 + KGI(s)] for large values of

0 + jN2nT-

C!

0 jN2nT-

Im
C2

C3

Re
tr +jO

FIG. 6. A contour in the complex plane
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[s[ in Re s _>_ O. Thus I1 + KG(s)[ is indeed bounded away from zero in Re s O,
as claimed.

(ii) The above argument is easily reversed to yield the converse. The details
are left to the reader.

Example. Consider the case where the forward loop is a pure delay, i.e.,

Gax(t) x(t T), T > 0 given.

Then + KG(jo)= + K e-jT, and

O(N2nT- { 0

-2nN

infll + KG(j()I 0

when KI < 1,

when IKI> 1,

when IKI 1.

Thus the system is stable if and only if IKI < 1. The instability conclusion
can in fact easily be verified directly by considering the input

1, O<t<T/2,
u(t)

0, otherwise.

8.2. Stability and instability in the time-varying case. All the elements are now
available to state a converse of the well-known circle criterion, when applied to
linear time-varying systems. The results which follow are similar to those obtained
by Brockett and Lee [12. Let 0 < k _<_/, and let C be the disc centered on the
real axis of the complex plane which passes through the points -k- + 0.j and
_/-1, + 0.j; let P denote the set in the complex plane determined by

P = {Gx(s)lRes >= 0};

and let Z denote the set in the complex plane determined by Z __a Gl(s)lRe s 0}.
Let d(C, P) a= infx c,re Ix Yl, and let d(C, Z) be similarly defined.

THEOREM 8.1. Let Ga(s) denote the Laplace transform of (g, {gk, tk}). Let
W Lz(S) x Lz(S) be the space with respect to which stability is defined and assume
that go 0 or gffq [k_k_, ]. Assume that d(C, Z)> O. Then the feedback system
under consideration is stable if d(C, P) > 0; it is unstable if d(C, P) O.

Proof, Consider first the case S (- oe, + oe). It then suffices to prove, by the
results in 8.1 and Theorems 4.2 and 7.1, that II(l / cGa)-1Ga(G2 cl)l[ < 1
with c = ( +/)/2. If k__ =/, then the theorem specializes to Lemma 7.1. Assume
thus that _k /. The operator (I + cG)- G corresponds to multiplication of the
limit-in-the-mean transform of the element on which it operates by G’(jog)

(1 + cG(jog))-1G(jo)) and thus II(I / cGa)-1Gll- IlG’(jog)ll. By assump-
tion, [[a’(je))l[L < 2(K / k_)-1. The operator G2 cl corresponds to multiplica-
tion (in the time domain) by k(t) c and 11G2 clll Ilk(t) cll,, which equals
+ )/2. Thus

IIU + cG1)-IGI(G2 cI)ll 5 I1(I / cG)-G, IIG2 clI] < 1,

and the conclusion follows.
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For the case S [To, o), consider the backward extension of W and G by
letting W’ L2(- o, + o) L2(- o, + o) and defining G’ on W’ by

and G’2x(t)= k’(t)x(t)with

k(t) for => To,
k’(t)

1/2(k__ +/) for < To,

and x(t) L2(- o3 +o3). It is a simple matter to verify that W’ and G’ indeed
qualify as backward extensions of W and G. The remainder of the proof is then
based on Theorems 4.1 and 7.2 by identical estimates as used above for the case
S (-o, +o).

Remark 8.4. It is again possible to replace the condition d(C, P)> 0 or
d(C, P) 0 by an encirclement condition, at least in the case when all the delays
are equally spaced, i.e., tk k T, T > 0. In fact, d(C, P) > 0 if and only if d(C, Z) > 0
and limN.oo O(N2rtT-a) exists and is zero where 0(co) is the argument of
+ eG(jco) and e is an arbitrary element of C.

Remark 8.5. Let Z, {Gl(s)lRe s a}. It can be shown that it suffices for
instability that d(C, Z,)> 0 for some cr >= 0 and that d(C, P)= 0. This in fact
leads to an improved instability criterion in situations as the one illustrated in
Fig. 7.

FIG.7. Illustration ofRemark 8.5

Im

Re

9. Concluding remarks.
Remark 9.1. The main results of this paper consist of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.

Although rather straightforward in their proofs, they spell out precisely what a
priori conditions on invertibility in the extended space one needs in order to draw
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the conclusions. Note that whether the question is continuity or just stability leads
to an essential difference in these a priori conditions. On a semi-infinite interval
of definition, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are in fact completely parallel. On the doubly-
infinite interval of definition, however, Theorem 4.1 will for all practical purposes
be useless as it stands since the a priori existence assumption of the inverse on the
extended space becomes then very stringent. It could be questioned whether or not,
also in Theorem 4.1, continuability in the extended space is sufficient as an a
priori ass,mption. The necessity part of Theorem 4.1 still stands, but it is not clear
whether the conditions are then still sufficient for stability. The answer to the
above question is in the n’egative, and simple counterexamples consisting of a delay
in the forward loop and an instantaneous nonlinearity in the feedback loop can
be constructed.

Other contributions of the paper are believed to be the framework and
estimations involved in obtaining the instability Theorems 7.1 and 7.2.

Remark 9.2. Not all of the assumptions enumerated in 3.3 are strictly needed
in various theorems. The following meaningful relaxations can be made .7 Assump-
tion A1 (iii) can be relaxed in Theorems 4.1, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1, 7.2, and in the sufficiency
part of Theorem 6.2. Assumption A1 (iv) can be relaxed in the sufficiency part of
Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. Assumption A2 (iii) is not needed in Theorems 4.1, 4.2, 5.1,
5.2, and in the necessity part of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. Assumption A2 (ii) does not
enter in Theorem 5.1, only G(0) 0 enters in Theorem 5.2, and only that G maps
W into itself enters in Theorems 4.1 and 6.1.

Remark 9.3. All of the theorems in the paper remain valid if the roles of G1
and G2 are reversed (this was implicitly done in 8), or if G1 and G2 are replaced
by MG1N and N-1G2M-1 with M, N causal operators with causal inverses M-1
and N- 1. Some of the more interesting stability criteria (e.g., [8]) can thus be given
an instability converse.

Remark 9.4. It is interesting to note that stability theorems yield inverse
function theorems. More specifically, assume causal invertibility of I + G2G
on We (a weak assumption for causal systems), and assume that [[G2GI[[ < 1.
Then GzG1 is invertible on W. Observe that the contraction mapping principle
would require IIGzGxll < 1. It is precisely the causality of the operators involved
which allows this relaxation.

Remark 9.5. Possible extensions of the results in this paper include, for instance,
the treatment of open-loop unstable systems which violate the assumption that
G maps Winto itself. Note that an extension of Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 to nonlinear
systems does not appear as important as it seems at first sight. More specifically,
if the resulting theorems imply the instability of the equations linearized around
the null solution then some direct estimates will lead to the instability conclusion
more directly.
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sor R. W. Brockett, and the referees, particularly the associate editor-in-charge,

This does not include relaxations which are essentially only formal in the sense that then the
assumptions of the theorem will rarely be satisfied. For instance, assumption A1 (iv) is not strictly
needed in Theorem 4.1 but will most likely enter in the verification of the existence assumption which
was presupposed in that theorem.
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